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Samer Alameen’s work is anchored in a world of story-telling, something 
that stems from his extensive background in advertising and which has 
lead him to become a creator himself. Inspired by history, treasured memories 
and a sense of tradition, Samer reinvents the objects he creates: his 
process is witty, concise and refined, adding a new layer of purpose and 
context where appropriate to traverse both exclusive handmade and 
one-off pieces alongside those that are industrially produced. Born in 
Beirut-Lebanon in 1971, he graduated from the Lebanese American 
University with a double major in Fine Arts and Advertising in 1992, going 
on to work for a variety of prestigious agencies including Publicist, Grey 
Worldwide, McCann Erikson, Levant, Gulf and North Africa. In 2006, 
Samer launched his own studio specialising in branding and image 
consultancy with a client list that extended across the textile, retail, mall, 
banking, real estate, food and jewellery sectors. It was in 2012 that Samer 
decided to launch his own designs and his first collection, Walking 
Objects, was inspired by the Khayzaran chair. Straight away it received 
media attention from the likes of Elle Deco and AD and encouraged him 
to go on and complete a Masters Degree in industrial design at Scuola 
Politecnica di Design (SPD) in Milan. He graduated in January 2014 and 
in April participated in Salone del Mobile in an exhibition “Around The 
Frame”. February 2015 saw the launch of Samer’s men’s jewellery line in 
collaboration with the Dubai-based Bilarabi.
In 2016 Alameen decided to open his studio in Milan and launch his 
brand with his latest collection “Pattern Interrupted” showcasing a series 
of pieces inspired by the forgotten patterns of the Alhambra Palace, 
during the Salone Del Mobile.

Since the launch, Alameen has been part of the Salone del Mobile along 
other exhibitions, in Milan and abroad as well as collabortations with 
brands and agencies.



Salone Del mobile 2018
INHOUSE – NOT AN EXHIBITION

Samer Alameen welcomes you into his apartment
to share with you his world, works and spirit.
Step free from the showroom and instead see, try
and live with design in its rightful place: at home,
in daily life. 
 
In this real-life context, Alameen showcases
a range of designs all presented with a personal
touch and wit: a cabinet, a modular lounge,
a modular couch and new editions of the
All You Can Seat stools/side tables, all of which
feature with one another and all of which possess
the ability to fit into their designated spaces
regardless of scale or style.



THE PEAR
CABINET



Gemstones are so fascinating!
Their colors, properties, myths, and legends 
are diverse and fascinating.

Every culture has its own beliefs about
specific stones, and those beliefs are often 
tied to that culture's history, geography,
and spiritual practices.

Natural gemstones are useful for healing
and meditation.

The Pear
cabinet







Dark Blue Sapphire glass. 

Properties of the dark blue sapphire:
inspires creative expression, intuition,
meditation, serenity, and all-around
good vibes.

Copper



1600mm

480mm

800mm

50mm



ALL YOU
CAN SEAT
MODULAR LOUNGE



It is made of three layers of foam and 
composed as independent elements 
identical in shape and size.
The elements can be placed together in 
various ways to obtain a big variety of 
configurations.
The soft elements are able to create big 
and large sofas in terms of dimensions 
and comfort as well as indivdual elements.

All You Can Seat
modular lounge







1400mm

116Omm

370mm



CARGO
MODULAR COUCH



It is made of three layers of foam and 
composed as independent elements 
identical in shape and size.
The elements can be placed together in 
various ways to obtain a big variety of 
configurations.
The soft elements are able to create big 
and large sofas in terms of dimensions 
and comfort as well as indivdual elements.
The base is inspired from the wooden 
shipping palettes, made in hand brushed 
aluminum.

CARGO
modular lcouch







1000mm

1000mm

300mm

150mm

300mm



ALL YOU CAN SEAT
STOOL/SIDE TABLE.
COLORED EDITION





Salone Del mobile 2018
COLLABORATION - FIERA
As well as creating this series of significant
works, this year Alameen has collaborated
with JCP Universe to present two iconic
designs, which were shown at the FieraMilan,
within the JCP exhibition itself: Eret, a wall unit
library, and Orgone, a floor light. Sculptural in
aesthetic yet nostalgic and playful in their
sensibility, both pieces are a reflection of the
designer’s inner child.



ERET
WALL UNIT/LIBRARY



Measured out and bolted in
is where you fid your freedom 

from all that you want.





2700mm

300mm

1900mm

750mm



ORGONE
LIGHT



The light’s energies
accumulate in your bones

and burst the clouds above you





2500mm2300mm

200mm

6500mm

2700mm

1000mm



salone del mobile 2017
Samer Alameen launches his latest
collection, Glassified, showcasing a 
series of glass pieces. 
An installation and exhibition was part
of “Ladies & Gentlemen” exhibition. The 
designer was as well part of  featured
“A Matter of Choice”, an exhibition he
created for Dilmos in collaboration with 
Sergio Riva. Featuring the work of seven 
other designers



glassi f ied
Glassified is a capsule collection with 
glass as the main material.
Playing on transparencies, the collection 
is dynamic, playful, and observes
changing forms as well as experimenting 
with printed glass.





The “Out of the box” side table/box:
At once a box, side-table and storage 
remedy, this piece takes inspiration from 
the humble cardboard box, now upgraded 
and presented as a transparent cube
installation of four boxes. Having always 
been on the move and lived back and forth 
between four countries, boxes have had a 
regular presence in my life.
Functional, but with time the contents of 
said box can easily be forgotten, until now 
- given new life by putting their contents on 
display in an accessible and aesthetically 
pleasing new context.
With a transparent  removable cube inside, 
transforms the box into a side table.  











8

8

400 400

400 400





The “Dusk to Dawn” modular tables: 
A series of five tables featuring the same 
dimensions, each of which is rendered in a 
different height. The dark blue galavanized 
structure has three layers of coloured glass 
on top (blue, yellow, clear ), all of which are 
interchangeable and with different heights 
at work replicate the cycle of the sun, from 
dusk to dawn.













400

400 400 400 400 400

600

800

1000

1200





The “Lucky Stripe” table/console:
A dynamic hybrid that combines a desk, 
console and table, this is a black galavanized 
metal structure featuring five sheets of 
transparent glass stamped with patterns in 
black. Each sheet slides in either direction 
enabling every motion to bring a new 
pattern to view.
From continuous movement comes chaotic 
forms. Dimensions change from 100cm to 
140cm, enhancing visual variation.











400

810

1000



brera design week 2016
Samer Alameen continues his
collaboration with Dilmos, started at 
Salone del Mobile, with a collection of 
24 Khayzaran chairs with which the
Lebanese designer rethought the design 
of the historical Middle East chair that 
was already part of  his first collection in 
2012 “Walking Objects”.



chair af fair
The inspiration for this collection dates back in 16th century when the 
chair became a common object. During the same period, the very 
first coffee houses emerged in Istanbul and as a direct result a very 
specific type of chair was born designed to enhance the experience 
of coffee drinking.

Khayzaran chair was Lebanon’s version of the Turkish original, born 
between 1890 and 1900 and it was made from beech wood and 
wicker and took inspiration from the famous French chair, the Thonet.
The chair has made its way into becoming the traditional Lebanese 
seating thanks to its affordable price and iconic design.

Sadly though, the necessity of upkeep as well as the damaging 
effects of time and the natural elements saw this icon slowly lose 
ground to a much cheaper plastic armchair, which today transformed 
the latter’s existence solely into memory.

Samer Alameen chose to re-introduce Khayzaran chair, with a 
modern aspect through the use of new materials and techniques, but 
without forgetting to pay homage to the old artisans, as well as a 
protest against the plastic invasion, now used to mass-produce these 
reproductions of the armchairs. 

Samer’s Khayzaran chairs come in the form of the original design in 
all their magnificent splendor and beauty using materials like stainless 
steel and fluo colors.















salone del mobile 2016







































































PRESS COVERAGE
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milano 20129, italy
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